
What are  the essentials for an integrated effort  to 
optimize the NDT  contribution  to industrial  
safety?

1. A  profound  knowledge of the quality deficiencies during 
production and the damaging mechanisms during service  
and the  related  dangerous defects.

2. Choice  of  NDT detection and evaluation techniques and 
their parameter optimally adapted to the  defects, the 
material and the geometry  - supported if ever possible by  
modelling.

3. Preparation of the  NDT  job with sufficiently detailed 
procedure specifications and related documents

4. Performance demonstration and if  needed the determination  
of  a  POD to  quantify the NDT contribution and to check the  
whole  procedure

5.  Planning of the time schedule of inservice inspections based
on items 1.  and 4, 
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The problem of  a "worst case defect":

For different purposes real or artificial test defects are used in 
NDT:

Calibration -> Reproduceability  
Sensitivity -> detection limits  
Performance demonstration  ->  detection under  worst  case 
conditions. 

What is a worst case e.g. for UT? 
Inclined orientation for PE  and  TOFD may differ, large 
defect sizes can represent a problem. 

May one use a kind of transfer  function  between real  and 
articial  defects ?

One should not  confound the NDT worst case  with the worst 
case concerning the damaging mechanisms e.g. for  fracture 
mechanics and its critical defect sizes.



Where the definition of a human  factor  (HF) should be applied?
HF is sometimes regarded as to be present in all stages of an NDT activity, 
but this doesn´t lead to a reasonable structure. One has to concentrate on the 
most obvious fields of HF influences at the standard NDT actions: Procedure 
definition and selection, calibration, inspection, evaluation
Differentiation has to be made for:

HF  at the production of the Software  for  Specs for  calibration, inspection  
and  evaluation - HF at the practical activities

HF at manual NDT - HF at automatic NDT 

All four  steps have to be considered for all kind of NDT efforts:  Procedure 
definition, calibration, inspection,  evaluation.

They may be differently  influenced by HF  for different degrees of  
automatisation


